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THE DIVISIONAL OFFICER
NGUTI SUB DIVISION

TO

The president of the
Association referred
to as NATURE CAMEROON,
Nguti.

SUBJECT: RESPONSE TO YOUR LETTER DATED 23/10/2013
PROTESTING AGAINST DECISION NO. 00196 OF
11/9/2013 SUSENDING HOLDING OF MEETINGS
BY NATURE CAMEROON

I acknowledge receipt of your correspondence referred to above
and have the honour to put forth to you the following clarifications:

The Administrative Decision No. 00196 taken by my office on 11/9/2013
suspending Nature Cameroon from holding any Public meeting in Nguti Sub
Division, I thought as Head of the Association referred to above, you should
have admitted in your letter referred to above, your errors and faults to
State rules and regulations and to proof your willingness to walk on the
right path as a good example to emulate beyond the Sub Division.

Surprisingly by the reaction in your letter dated 23/10/2013, gives
me ample reason to conclude that, you and your cohorts belief State Laws
and procedures are for other Cameroonians and not for you. The above
mentioned Decision of my office is therefore timely to put a hault not to
ignorance on your part to State Laws but, to ensure the consequences of
brashness and obstinacy does not get out of hand in Nguti Sub Division
under the banner/cover of carrying out social development for the
population.

Even before the above mentioned Decision was taken by my office
you have on a number of occasions been reminded that respecting the Law
authorising Public manifestations of December 1990 is not a creation of my
office, is not neglegable and is a base for equity. It is needless to once
more remind you that, the steady to and fro influx of foreign expatriate you
have been inviting in Nguti Sub Division in the name of partners of Nature
Cameroon ought to have signaled their presence to my office for security
considerations, just to name these few deviants out of others.
You should equally know that the peace and tranquility prevailing in Nguti Sub Division cannot be compromised with obscur intentions by your grouping, which on the one hand professes to be development oriented in Nguti Sub Division and on the other hand go about inciting a chunk of the Public to rise against development contributions from others. It is equally erroneous on the part of Nature Cameroon to talk about development, when State Laws and Procedures needed to ensure success are completely neglected and relegated to the back door.

The wordings in your correspondence that, your patience is once more running out, certainly to openly fluoresce at my Administrative Decision is not surprising but, simply indicates that authorities of Nature Cameroon need a stronger language for them to know that, respecting State Laws are for all Cameroonians.

It would therefore be a choice of yours to add more damages as you claim to your association if your words of menace move to action.

You should equally know that State Laws are to guide, orient and to sanction when and where deserved, the choice is therefore and once more yours for a careful thinking.

CC:
- S.B.O/KMD
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- ARCHIVE

THE DIVISIONAL OFFICER

Kam Henny Pasang
Administrative Officer